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SHIPPING & HANDLING INFORMATION PERC Series 

Container Ft. 53’ Double Stack 

Pallet 
26 Panels 

72-Cell 
MSExxxSX6W, MSExxxSX6Z 

66-Cell 
MSExxxSX5R 

60-Cell 
MSExxxSX5T, MSExxxSX5K 

Weight 1450 lbs. 1356 lbs. 1263 lbs. 
Height 47.56 in 47.56 in 47.56 in 
Length 83.75 in 77 in 70.25 in 
Width 46 in 46 in 46 in 

Product Container Ft Ship to Pallets Panels 
420 W 

72-Cell 53’ Most States 28 728 305.76 kW 
California 25 650 273.00 kW 

380 W 

66-Cell 53’ Most States 30 780 296.40 kW 
California 26 676 256.88 kW 

345 W 

60-Cell 53’ Most States 34 884 304.98 kW 
California 28 728 251.16kW 
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STORAGE TRANSPORT INSTRUCTIONS 
Use caution when moving modules around 
warehouse or job site. Do not exceed rated 
load capacity of forklift. Only transport a 

double-stacked pallet if it is well aligned. Do not collide 
with other objects while transporting modules. Only 
use fork lifts with long forks (at least 72” or 6’) to move 
the pallets. 

Fragile! Modules should be handled 
carefully. Do not place modules roughly on 
hard surface or on their corners. Do not drag 

modules over each other when unstacking. 

Do not use forklift truck on glass side. 

The package must always be transported, 
handled and stored in such a way that the 
arrows always point upwards. 

Do not step or stand on modules. Do not 
place any objects on modules. 

The cardboard sleeve and package 
materials are recyclable. 

Package and modules should be protected from 
excessive moisture (rain, snow, etc.) and must 
accordingly be stored under cover. If package 

and modules cannot be stored in warehouses or sheds, 
they must be carefully covered with tarpaulins. 

Never stack more than 2 pallets high. Double-
stacked pallets need to have anti-slip pads 
between pallets. 

Use two people when unpacking modules from 
pallet. When handling modules always use both 
hands and safety gloves.  
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